Ground Transportation
Roadway Construction Alert

Sunday, December 1 through Saturday, December 7
Nightly, 12am – 8:30am

Lane Restrictions:
- Departures Level Innermost Drop-Off / Pick-Up Lane at Terminal 1.5 (Continuous through March 2020)
- Arrivals and Departures Level Drop Off Lanes at Terminal 4.5 (Continuous)
- Departures Level Drop Off Lanes at Terminal 5.5 (Continuous)
- Center Way, between P-3 and P-4 (Closed - Continuous)
- Center Way (Rolling Restrictions; Nightly)
- Crosswalk Re-striping throughout CTA (Nightly, Intermittent)
- Surface Lot 2 (Continuous through May 2023)
- Surface Lot 3 (Continuous through May 2023)
- Surface Lot 4 (Continuous through May 2023)
- Surface Lot 7 (Continuous through 2022)
- Admin East North Lot (permanent)

*** Turn Over for Map ***